A ‘One-Man, One-Dog’ Protest
By Rod Fraser

Victory Theatre and the Arcade – the site of the Protests
I recall reading a newspaper column a number of
years ago, that spoke of young children ─ usually
male

and

quite

bright

─

who

distinguished

themselves early in life. The interviewer reasonably
asked, “I wonder what happens to these boys in
later life?”.
Well, replied the guest, “The others catch up. By
the time these gifted youngsters are in their early
twenties, their brighter contemporaries are a match

-2for them. After all, there is only so much knowledge
in the world. Some are eager to grasp its magic early
in life ─ others come to discover its value later. I call
these prodigies ‘early bloomers.’”
I think it is fair to say my brother, Drew, was an
early bloomer. While other youngsters were reading
fiction for young adults, Drew was reading books by
Bertrand Russell ─ and he was intent on arguing
their merits with his contemporaries.
His friends weren’t really interested, but they
were forced to ‘girth for battle’, or face a barrage of
insults that offended their honour. Soon they were
defending their ideas (rather inadequately), hoping
to bring Drew down. My brother was in his element.
Being a younger brother and a ‘late bloomer’, I
was fascinated by Drew and his views on the world.
Even in the contemporary culture of the times, he
was different. When the world was wild for Elvis
Presley, Drew quietly joined the ‘Pat Boone’ fan club.
Remember Pat Boone? I didn’t think so!
Another aspect of Drew’s thinking, that I’ve often
observed is how he championed views that seemed
wrong and ill-considered at the time ─ only to find
years later, Drew had been remarkably prescient,
particularly on issues relating to contemporary
culture.

-3With all this as background ─ in recent months I’ve
found Drew and I are in agreement on the issues of
masks, lockdowns and vaccines. He opposes all
three, and I have come to the same conclusion. It’s
interesting to note we find ourselves with children
who seem remarkably compliant and eager to accept
the official narrative.

While I have attended a few anti-lockdown rallies
in recent months, including one at Peterborough,
Drew has followed a different path. Since he lives in
Blackheath, a small town in Australia, and finds the
roads to the big city rallies cordoned off, he has
mounted his own ‘one-man, one-dog’ protest of his
local café.

Perhaps I will let Drew explain his

-4thinking (edited slightly):
On Friday, I took Saxon down to the cafe where,
once upon a time, we were allowed to partake of
coffee and peanut butter cookies. No one usually
asks for a vax passport, so as usual, I eschewed
the QR machine. It was almost like old times.
Yesterday, was an exception. The waitress at the
cafe asked, rather imperiously, to see proof of my
adulterated mud-blood. She declined to respect
my health privacy and so I was ordered to leave.
It was then and there, I decided to take the fight
to the enemy. Equipped with a sign, I set forth
with Saxon to carry out a ‘one-man, one-dog’
demonstration at the cafe and its neighbouring
businesses. You can see the location of our
protest in the picture at the top of this article.
[Explanatory note: For those rude people who call
us ‘anti-vaxxers’, we have developed our own
lexicon. We dub ourselves ‘pure-bloods’, after some
reference to a Harry Potter book. And those that are
vaccinated, we call ‘mud-bloods’. We mean no
disrespect; we’re just having some fun.]
Drew tells me he has spent approximately $10 a day
at the café over the past ten years (coffee for Drew;
a peanut butter cookie for Saxon), so he was put off

-5when they treated him like riff-raff. He has never
caused any trouble. Up until recently, he was a
model and valued customer.

Saxon and Drew Fraser fighting the good fight.

In an email in the last few days, I asked Drew

-6how the protest was going. Here is his reply (again
slightly edited):
Today, I've taken a break from my one-man flash
demos in order to do my household chores
(laundry, vacuuming, etc.) I also give it a miss on
rainy days. I’m afraid the lettering on my sign will
run, if it gets wet.
Otherwise, it’s been pretty interesting. I usually
spend a half-hour in total doing the demo. We
live about a five-minute walk from the shops, so
I put on my sign, grab my ‘lepers’ bell’ (a nice
touch I thought of a few days ago), put a leash on
Saxon, and set off down the street.
I usually get some sort of reaction from everyone
I run into. Many people hurriedly look down, or
away. Others make hostile comments. Some take
evasive action by crossing the street. But to my
surprise, I get a lot of thumbs up and supportive
comments from people of all ages.
I try to engage everyone, especially the hostiles,
most of whom are embarrassingly ill-informed.
They are typically masked-up, intent on signalling
their virtue in keeping their community safe.
They don’t seem aware their face-coverings are
anti-social, not to mention useless in preventing
infection.

-7I find people who are friendly more interesting.
Many want to seize a photo opportunity. Others
stop to chat for a few moments.
After a few strolls back and forth through the
arcade, past the café where I previously spent so
many enjoyable mornings, I do a final walk up and
down the main drag, still ringing my bell. Then
home.
Where will this end? Well, if Drew’s support for past
causes is any indication, in a year or two, we are
likely to conclude vaccines don’t work, the virus is
an annual hazard like the flu, and we have
bankrupted the treasury by ‘tilting at windmills’.
That will happen, only after politicians have
blamed everyone but themselves, and put some of
the most dedicated people in the country on the
unemployment rolls ─ those who have struggled to
keep us healthy, safe and properly fed during a very
trying time.
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